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10. ye hai yaari mai meri mohabbat bhi daiya(farewell friend, 1967): this song is a soulful gem. such
a lovely thought to leave something for someone you have loved and cherished. every man loves his

childhood friend and this song is a beautiful testimony to this fact. best part is, the song has the
same lyrics in hindi which is outstanding! indebted to rafi for this. 1. hum ho jaansi toh aise pyaar hi

diaa ho toh kaun jaa waala bahaari hum (mughal-e-azam, 1960) :nice soothing music to help you
drift into sleep or if you are awake to that phase of the sleep where you dont feel drowsy. music

makes it evident that at certain times in our lives, we have a love affair with a person. it is the base
of a relationship. there are scenarios in this song (not the best ones but still) where the lyrics dont
make sense (like the guy saying he likes ladli, kajal, angrezi, rasgullas) but it makes perfect sense

once you listen to the song. there is a practice of offering rasgullas to someone you love.this is said
to be a good omen, especially in the case of a relationship with a girl. this song is a classic one, the

way it is composed and picturized so perfectly. rafi hits a few sweet notes here and there. the song is
a mix of mughal music and basic indian folk which shows the roots of classical indian music. and rafi

has sung so beautifully! 2. woh maine subah ka pukaar kaun hoti hai (yeh meri love story, 1963)
:this song is one of the most popular songs of this decade and perhaps the most loved ever! it is so
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emotional, sad and amazing! its unique in every sense. the lyrics are on the lines of a true love and
the instrumentation throughout the song adds to the melody. talat is so appreciative of the lady (i
think he shares the stage and guitar with khayyam himself lol) about the true love he has for her.

also wonderful pictures.
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2. mera safar meri zulfan hai (diwana mastani, ) : this song, which has been made very popular by
the somewhat belated remake of the song by the afghan singer, ay bhi kar na ho has a beautiful
melody. the simple lyrics make it even more popular. i have to admit that its one of my favourite

songs from the film. its divine! 1. jab apna aankhon se chale gaye (taal, 1969) : yet another amazing
movie! kaifi azmi has penned something really beautiful and and music by ravi shankar is a must for
every lover of indian classical music. and especially of bollywood. in fact, the songs of this movie are
a perfect combination of both. this movie was such a huge success and would also become the first
film to win the national film award for best music direction.but its the album kismat ke socha, which
has got all the credit. in fact, they have included the movie in their album too. 3. kaun di tohk le rahi

hai (uran suhagin, 1984):sachin in a perfect screen presence stands with his charming smile. the
song is really a hit from the album, “sach ke saamne rahe”. one of those songs that you could just
hum for the rest of your life. and it’s now become the best known hindi song of all time. imran and
sachin delivered a new-found vocal magic that day! theres something in the way sachin sings this

song. the romance between the two is such that you can feel it whenever they sing this song. it has
a tender rhythm and one can actually feel the music, the love, the breath, the distance between
them and the endless distance of the void. 4. pehli doston mein toh ka tumne, mein uska jo hai,

sabse kaun kahan mein tahai? (aashiqui, 1990) : this is one of the best songs of late lata
mangeshkar. it is a peppy song,a song that will send you soaring through the skies. lata is in a rare

mood, something seems different. and the song goes right along with the mood. to me, the best
lines of this song are:wo apne kaun kaun di toh samajh ka gaya tu tumhaare sang bahut na jaata

hai. to me this is one of the most heart-melting lyric in the history of hindi films. and lata’s voice is
absolutely phenomenal. an absolute song with a soulmate at the helm. 5ec8ef588b
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